
In my second semester the first lesson or topic we talked about
in our Empowerment technology (E-Tech) is making a Website,
this is actually my first time making a website. This experience is
exciting, I love making website,  because of this experience I
have now my new notebook but through technology.
At first I was just excited to know how people would make their
website and thought that it's hard but in reality it's just simple as
1,2,3 well... maybe the website that Sir Micheal teach us is just
the simple one.

 My Learning
Experience During

2nd Semester

I learned how to make a logo, poster, infographic and label  for
my future business. This experience is very dear to me because I
love editing and I really enjoy doing this. 
Even though I know how to edit, this experience made me unlock
new skills. Before, I just design and edit whatever comes into my
mind but this needed to use my entire knowledge about being in
a business so that I can relate or connect my edits to the theme. 
The graphic designs we made is also connected to my strand
which is ABM.

I experienced this all in my 2nd semester, It taught me a lot of things
and help me grow as a person, it also helped me to unlock new skills
that I never imagined that I can actually do it. I'm very thankful for
these wonderful experience. From making websites to making a
graphic design to compiling all my websites to making of use the social
media platform to advocate. 

After learning how to make a website the next one is to compile
all the websites we made. In this we are taught how to compile
and put the next and back button so that our websites will
connect. 
It actually took me a lot of time since I keep making mistakes
but in the end, I passed it.

Advocacy Video
The last one is the advocacy video, where we make of good use to
the social media platforms to influence and promote something. My
advocacy Video is about conserving energy because we really
need to conserve energy.
I realized that Social media is a very powerful platform since
everyone is using it, it makes us do things in an easier way.
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Graphic Design

My Webpage Compilation


